Host Quchant says:
<<<<<Begin Station Mission>>>>>

CEO_JJ says:
@::checks the CMO's lifesigns again::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION  THE SENSORS NOW SHOW THREE MAQUIS SHIPS

CMO_Rex says:
@::lies there, being cheerfully unconscious::

CSecWolfe says:
::hops to his feet, noticing absently the shoulder throbing::

CmdrWolfe says:
:;arrives back in Ops, after checking on the wounded, and looks around for the commander officers::

CO_Reed says:
@::sitting emotionless in the cell::

CTO_Matt says:
@::continues to look around the "ship"::

AEO_Kal says:
::in TL heading for ops, checking her uniform::

CSecWolfe says:
::walks through the debris scattered hallways and arrives in the TL::

TAC_Jon says:
::in TL on way to OPS::

CSecWolfe says:
::arrives in ops, surveying the damage as he walks slowly out of the TL::

CmdrWolfe says:
:;she doesn't see any, so she takes to the main Ops console as the lieutenant at that station defers to her::

TAC_Jon says:
::arrives in OPS and heads for his console::

AEO_Kal says:
::gets out off TL, in OPS::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she notes that there are still three ships out there, and reports this:: CSec: There are four ships coming in- Starfleet signatures. The three Maquis vessels are still holding steady.

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Station status?

AEO_Kal says:
CSec:: sir engineer Ensign Kal reporting for duty

TAC_Jon says:
::access external sensors and begins a sensor sweep::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: We have minor structural damage, but all systems are back online.

CSecWolfe says:
AEO:  Your first order of buisness....start putting things back together again....

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Shields?  Weapons?

CSecWolfe says:
::walks up to the middle of Station Ops, looking at the main viewer::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Those are also up. The Starfleet vessels have Defiant class signatures.

AEO_Kal says:
CSec: Aye sir

CO_Reed says:
@::thinks that something seems odd about this situation::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Maquis ships leave the area...the Defiant Class vessels follow them

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Excellent....

CmdrWolfe says:
::she smiles:: Max: That's the first good news I've seen today.

AEO_Kal says:
::running diagnostics on main systems::

CEO_JJ says:
@CO: sir what should we do now

CSecWolfe says:
~~~ Kate:  besides me being alive? ~~~  ::smiles and turns to face the damaged OPS area::

CO_Reed says:
@CEO:  Wait.  They must have some plan for us.

CmdrWolfe says:
~Max: Well, there's that too.~

TAC_Jon says:
::does another sensor sweep just to be safe::

CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Sir, I cannot find anyway out of this cell.  All walls are sealed solid, as well as the ceiling.

CSecWolfe says:
TAC:  Anything on the threat board?

CmdrWolfe says:
Jon: Are you still detecting our ghost?

CSecWolfe says:
::smiles as both he and his wife chime in::

CMO_Rex says:
@::lies there peacefully::

CEO_JJ says:
@CO: sir should i try to revive the Doctor again

CO_Reed says:
@CTO:  Well, when/if they lower that forcefield, we will have to attempt tp exit that way.

CO_Reed says:
@CEO:  I do not believe slapping the CMO will wake him up.

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:  All of the Maquis ships have left although I am detecting a small blip on my screen... I will attempt to increase sensor strength...

CEO_JJ says:
@CO: ok sir

CTO_Matt says:
@::nods to the Captain::  Yes, Sir, I will be ready.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Several console and circuits start to spark and catch alight when the sensor strength is increased

CSecWolfe says:
TAC:  Shields up....ready phasers......
::mutters to himself:: won't get caught with our pants down this time...

AEO_Kal says:
::gets her engineering equipment and starts working on damaged section::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she shields herself as sparks fly::

CTO_Matt says:
@::readys himself near the opening of the cell to jump the guard when the forcefield drops::

CSecWolfe says:
::winces as the console shorts out::

AEO_Kal says:
::goes to the sparking station to see the problem::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE GUARD DISAPPEARS...LITERALLY

CSecWolfe says:
So much for all systems at 100 percent....I hope the Maquis do not return...

CEO_JJ says:
@::looks up at the light and starts to look for some way to access the cirtuits::

CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Sir, the guard just disappeard, literally.

CO_Reed says:
@::notices the dissapearance::  Hmm..

CO_Reed says:
@CTO:  I noticed.  Quite unusual..

TAC_Jon says:
::grabs an anti-fire system and puts out the small fires::

CEO_JJ says:
@CTO: your eyes are playing tricks let me see

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: With four Defiant class ships out there, I seriously doubt they will.

AEO_Kal says:
CSec: Working on it sir

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  The comforting thing about fighting professionals, they are predictable....its the amatuers that are dangerous...

CEO_JJ says:
@ALL: well that seems to be an unusual occurance. What happened to him?

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Agreed.

CO_Reed says:
@CEO:  I suppose it could have been some kind of transporter... but why would they leave us with no guard?

AEO_Kal says:
::rerouted power to the sensors::

CEO_JJ says:
@CO: i don't know sir. ::turns back to the light:: but it is time that we break out

CEO_JJ says:
@::reachs up and opens the light::

AEO_Kal says:
Csec: sensors should be working fine now

CO_Reed says:
@CEO:  I suggest you proceed with extreme caution.  You remember what happened to the CMO...

TAC_Jon says:
CSec: Sir I am detecting several lifeforms on the ship, but the power levels within the ship are disappating

CEO_JJ says:
@::takes out the light bulb:: ::hands the bulb to the CTO:: CTO: take this bust it and it can make a weapon

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The 'ghost' suddently appears in the middle of OPS.  Flickers and then disappears

CSecWolfe says:
AEO:  Excellent....find out what isnt right on this station....

CMO_Rex says:
@::lies there as a prime example::

CSecWolfe says:
TAC:  ID the lifeforms...

CmdrWolfe says:
::she blinks at this phenomenon::

AEO_Kal says:
CSec: aye sir

CSecWolfe says:
::has back turned and misses the ghost::

CmdrWolfe says:
::then she checks the sensor logs, and makes certain she wasn't seeing things that weren't there::

CTO_Matt says:
@::looks at the CEO, then the lightbulb::  That isn't going to be a good weapon, JJ.  I prefer to use my hands.

AEO_Kal says:
::is confused a little...did she just see a ghost!!::

CEO_JJ says:
@::continues to take the light apart piece by piece to get to the circuitry in back::

CTO_Matt says:
@::takes the lightbulb and breaks it::

CSecWolfe says:
TAC:  Location of the signals in relation to this station?

CEO_JJ says:
@CTO: if you bust the end off of it, it will have sharp edges

CO_Reed says:
@::observes the work effort::

CEO_JJ says:
@::continues to take the light apart now using his nails to take up some of the bolts that hold it up::

CmdrWolfe says:
Kal: Yes, you did just see it. I saw it too.

CTO_Matt says:
@::goes to the CMO and stands over him and looks at the CO::  Sir, if this doesn't work, make sure you shield yourself from anything coming back.

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:  Sir the ship is 1000 metres.  215 mark 6

CEO_JJ says:
@ANY: do either one of you see some kind of metal or a rock that is flat enough to be used as a screw driver

CSecWolfe says:
*Sec*  Security teams 1 and 2 to Transporter room 1......

CSecWolfe says:
TAC:  Can you get a transporter lock on the signals?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Forcefield in cell starts to flicker...and disappears.  So do the walls.  AT find themselves in holo-escape pod

CmdrWolfe says:
::she goes back to working on the ghost problem::

CTO_Matt says:
@::breaks off the very end of the bulb and throws it towards the forcefield.  In doing so, he covers the head and chest of the CMO, shielding him from anything coming backwards::

AEO_Kal says:
Cmdr: do you know what it was?

CO_Reed says:
@::looks around::  Fascinating.

CEO_JJ says:
@::continues to use his nails as he waits for a response:: ::slips and breaks part of one of his nails:: me: there you did it hurt yourself

AEO_Kal says:
CSec: Checking shields and weapons systems

CEO_JJ says:
@ALL: what is going on now

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:  Yes sir... The energy readings are extremely low on the ship...

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:  Standing by to transport

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Pod with AT is starting to run short of oxygen

CTO_Matt says:
@::notices the change in the walls and looks towards the forcefield, seeing it to has changed::

CmdrWolfe says:
Kal: There was evidence of ghost on the station earlier, and I have a feeling that's what we were dealing with.

AEO_Kal says:
::running diagnotics on weapons system to be ready for anything::

CO_Reed says:
@All:  It appears we have been tricked.  This seems to have been an elaborate illusion.  Well, don't just stand around, try to find some way of gaining control of this thing.

CMO_Rex says:
@::is still quite unconscious::

CSecWolfe says:
<Sec1+2>  *CSecWolfe*  In position

CSecWolfe says:
TAC:  Beam the signals out to Transporter room 1....

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:  Energizing sir...

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: POD HAS A SINGLE PANEL.  THERE IS AN OMINOUS BLACK BURN MARK ON IT...AND IT IS PRODUCING SPARKS...WHICH ARE EATING THE OXYGEN
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CSecWolfe says:
::thinks:  maybe they will have the answers::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE TRANSPORTER STARTS TO MALFUNCTION

CO_Reed says:
@CEO:  Try to find the main controls for this vessel.  Oxygen is ::cough:: top priority.  CTO:  Try to find some way to communicate with Arcadia.  I will look for some medical supplies.

CTO_Matt says:
@::goes to the control panel and tries to stop the sparks.

CEO_JJ says:
@::looks for control panels then notices the only one has sparks coming from it and runs over to blow it out::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she turns her attention to her console again, and keeps an eye on the situation::

CSecWolfe says:
TAC:  Do you have them?

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:  No Sir

CTO_Matt says:
@::looks at the sparking console and then looks around the pod for their communicators::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: MULTI-TRANSPORT FAILED

CEO_JJ says:
@::sparks keep coming out so I try to find the shorts to prevent them from sending out sparks::

CmdrWolfe says:
Csec: We can only beam them back one at a time, sir.

CSecWolfe says:
::eyebrows furrow:: Kate:  do it....

CO_Reed says:
@::takes off his outer jacket and tried to put the sparks out::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she initiates transport of the first person...::

CSecWolfe says:
*SecTeam1+2*  prepare for target beam in....

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: REED DISAPPEARS...WITH JACKET

CEO_JJ says:
@::opens a panel just under the controls:: CO: sir don't that might catch on fire

CEO_JJ says:
@CTO: get in here the CO's gone

CTO_Matt says:
@::notices the CO transport out::

CO_Reed says:
::looks around::

CmdrWolfe says:
::as soon as Reed is on the station, she grabs the next one.::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: OXYGEN STARTS TO GET REAL LOW

CO_Reed says:
::steps off the transporter pad::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: MATT DISSAPPEARS

CEO_JJ says:
@CTO: he just touched the panel and he was gone. CTO?

CSecWolfe says:
*Sec1CO*  You have him?

CEO_JJ says:
@::runs over by the CMO and gets ready to fight if neccesary::

CSecWolfe says:
<Sec1CO>  *CSecWolfe*  Yes sir...its Captain Reed.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she gets the next one as soon as Matt materialises::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: JJ BEAMS OUT NEXT

CTO_Matt says:
@::looks around and sees the familiar walls of the station::

CO_Reed says:
*Ops*:  Report.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she is starting to wish there was a way to speed this along- the oxygen is almost gone::

CTO_Matt says:
::steps off the pad::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE REMAINING AT MEMBER ON POD COLLAPES...LOW OXYGEN

CSecWolfe says:
*CO*  Welcome back Captain....

CEO_JJ says:
::where am I::

CTO_Matt says:
MED:  Medical team to the transporter room.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she beams him out::
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CMO_Rex says:
::lies on the transporter pad::

CEO_JJ says:
ANYONE: hello? ::turns to see federation technology::

CSecWolfe says:
*CO*  The station is in one piece....but that isnt saying all that much.  Repair teams are on the job

CO_Reed says:
All:  We need to get him to the med bay fast...  ::points to the CMO::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE LAST THREE CREW MEMBERS FROM THE AT COLLAPSE

AEO_Kal says:
CSec: weapons and shiels are at 85% sir

CTO_Matt says:
::falls to the floor::

CO_Reed says:
::looks again::  Hmm.. we need to get them all to the med bay..

CSecWolfe says:
AEO:  Keep on them Kal....we may need them...

AEO_Kal says:
CSec: understood sir

TAC_Jon says:
::scans the area again for anymore "suprises"::

AEO_Kal says:
::keeps rerouting power to get maximum efficiency::

CEO_JJ says:
::unconscious::

CO_Reed says:
Security: We need to get these people to the medical bay.

AEO_Kal says:
::tinks... a lot of work for my first day!::

CmdrWolfe says:
:;she makes certain that she's got things taken care of, then turns her mind back to the ghost::

CO_Reed says:
::doesn't have time to carry them; runs over to the transporter control::  I hope this thing works..

CSecWolfe says:
::works shoulder slightly, feeling a throbing tinge as he does so::

CO_Reed says:
::attempts a site-to-site transport to the medical bay::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> CmdrWolfe: Analysis of anomoly complete

CmdrWolfe says:
::can sense the discomfort her husband feels, but doesn't comment, simply sending a reassuring thought::

CmdrWolfe says:
Computer: Conclusion?

CO_Reed says:
*MedBay Comp*  Activate EMH.

CSecWolfe says:
<EMH>  Please state the nature of the medical emergency

AEO_Kal says:
::remembers to check transporter systems when she done with shield::

CSecWolfe says:
::walks over to his wife::  Kate:  what have you found out?

Host Quchant says:
<Comp> Wolfe: Anomly is a long range holo-projection from small vessel currently at 215 mark 3

CO_Reed says:
::runs to the MedBay::

CmdrWolfe says:
Wolfe: There's our ghost...nothing supernatural about it.

CO_Reed says:
::somewhat out of breath::  That's the medical emergency.  ::points to the AT::

CMO_Rex says:
<EMH> ::grabs a medical tricorder and begins scanning the Away Team.::

CTO_Matt says:
::lays on medbed::

TAC_Jon says:
::overhears computers conclusion::  Should I attempt to jam the signal or perhaps send a feedback signal back through it?

CEO_JJ says:
::on the bed unconscious not doing much but dying::

TAC_Jon says:
::notes that nothing's on sensors except the abandoned escape pod::

CSecWolfe says:
TAC:  Is the pod within tractor-beam range...

CmdrWolfe says:
Jon: See if you can shut it down. We don't need that popping up.

CO_Reed says:
EMH:  I suggest you start with him first.  ::points to the CMO, who has been out the longest::

AEO_Kal says:
::repairing damaged computers in OPS...thinks: this will help::

CMO_Rex says:
<CMO> CO: They appear to be suffering from oxygen starvation. ::administers Tri-Ox to the AT, starting with the CMO, and ending with the CEO::

CSecWolfe says:
::still feeling a bit disoriented from the constant pain::

TAC_Jon says:
CmdrWolfe:  The holo signal is gone I can only jam it if it comes back

CmdrWolfe says:
~Max: Do you need to go back to the infirmary?~

CEO_JJ says:
::coughs as the drug takes effect::

CmdrWolfe says:
Jon: Keep it in mind.

CSecWolfe says:
TAC:  Is the pod within tractor-beam range?

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:  The Escape pod is within tractor range.  Should I bring it in sir?

EMH says:
::flickers back to life::

EMH says:
::frowns::

CO_Reed says:
EMH:  I will be at ops.  Inform me when they come to.

EMH says:
CO: The CMO appears to have sustained an impact trauma.

CSecWolfe says:
TAC:  Yes......and place it in a class 4 forcefield within Cargobay 1

CO_Reed says:
::exits the infirmary, and heads to station ops::

CEO_JJ says:
::still out of it not really conscious but breathing::

EMH says:
::continues scans on the CMO::

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:  Aye sir...  ::tractors in the EPod::  ::activates force-field::

CO_Reed says:
::arrives at ops::  Wolfe (CSec):  Report, please.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: EPOD GETS TRACTORED IN..FORCEFIELD ACTIVATED

AEO_Kal says:
CSec: Sir shields are now a 100% functional

EMH says:
*Ops* CO: I can revive two of the three patients now. They should be on their feet in a matter of minutes.

EMH says:
::administers mild stimulants to the CTO and CEO::

CTO_Matt says:
::stirs on the medbed::

CEO_JJ says:
::starts to toss and turn as consciousness begins to come back:: ANY: alright what ::coughs:: have you done to the CTO and CO

CTO_Matt says:
ANY:  Where am I?

CO_Reed says:
*EMH*  Good.  When you are certain they are fit for duty, send hem back to work.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she glances up at the Captain's arrival, but doesn't say anything::

CSecWolfe says:
CO:  Shields are at 100% and weapons at 85% and we are having minor fluctuations in the power grid, but nothing really debilitating.  Minor hull damage from the Maquis attack, sensors and threat board are clear.  We just pulled an alien pod aboard into Cargobay 1.  A level 4 forcefield is around it

EMH says:
CEO: Calm yourself. You're back aboard Arcadia Station, in the infirmary.

TAC_Jon says:
CO:  We have tractored the escape pod into CargoBay 1.  Permision to examine the escape pod?

CEO_JJ says:
::sits up on the biobed:: EMH: oh no not you again

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  I'm sorry, I may still be a little out of it from that slight lack of oxygen.  Did you say Maquis?

AEO_Kal says:
CSec: I detected an overload in cargo bay!

CEO_JJ says:
EMH: what happened this time, and how did we get back to the station?

CO_Reed says:
TAC: Granted.

AEO_Kal says:
CSec: going to check that

EMH says:
::frowns:: CEO: Yes, me again. I don't know how you got back here. I'm stuck in sickbay, remember?

CSecWolfe says:
Reed:  I didn't believe it either...they appear to be in possession of cloaking devices.......which might explain why they lasted this long...

TAC_Jon says:
::after hearing Kal's report runs to TL::

CTO_Matt says:
::sits up on his bed, trying to get off the bed and back to work::

EMH says:
::scans the CMO and CTO:: You two are more or less fit for duty. Get out of my sickbay and let me work on someone who actually NEEDS a doctor.

AEO_Kal says:
::runs to TL:: Cargo Bay

TAC_Jon says:
TL:  Cargo Bay 1  ::arrives in cargo bay::

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  Interesting.  The D'Rexarens, if there even is such a race, held us hostage on a very complex holo-cell.

CTO_Matt says:
::stands up and walks out the sickbay's door, heading for OPS::

CEO_JJ says:
::tries to stand a bit wooblely but gets on out:: CTO: i am going to have to add a few things to that program of his

AEO_Kal says:
::runs to powercells::

CSecWolfe says:
Reed: Perhaps the two are one and the same...

TAC_Jon says:
::takes out tricorder and begins scanning the area around the probe::

AEO_Kal says:
::shuts power to systems to prevent implosion::

EMH says:
::scans the CMO again:: ::administers a neural stimulant::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> Warning: Imminent Implosion detected in cargo bay one

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  Perhaps.  All I can say is that it is good to be back.  I do not enjoy being held hostage... especially by holograms.

CEO_JJ says:
*operations*: what is the damage report so i can get right on it

CMO_Rex says:
::stirs::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she glances down at her readouts:: Reed: Sir, it's the pod- we need to eject it now. We've got two minutes at most.

EMH says:
CMO: Take it easy. You've had a nasty bump on the head.

CSecWolfe says:
::eyebrows furrow::

AEO_Kal says:
::reparing powercells in CB 1::

CSecWolfe says:
*Cargobay1*  Clear the bay now!

CTO_Matt says:
::arrives at OPS and takes his station::

CMO_Rex says:
EMH: Yes, I can feel that. ::winces::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> Warning: Imminent Implosion detected in cargo bay one.  Estimated time to implosion.  90 seconds

CEO_JJ says:
::walks to a storage room and gets an Engineering kit::

CO_Reed says:
*EO, TAC*  Get out of the CB, NOW!

AEO_Kal says:
::gets out of CB::

TAC_Jon says:
::Runs out of CB.  Accesses console outside::

EMH says:
CMO: You're fit for light duty. Don't do anything too strenuous.

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  Eject the pod once the group has cleared the cb.  We may be cutting this close.

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, should I blow open the cargobay door when cleared?

CEO_JJ says:
::they must be busy in OPS i guess i will just go to Main Engineering and see what is going on there::

CMO_Rex says:
EMH: Who asked you?

AEO_Kal says:
::looks at TAC::

CMO_Rex says:
Computer, deactivate the EMH.

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> Warning: Imminent Implosion detected in cargo bay one.  Estimated time to implosion.  1 minute

EMH says:
::frowns:: Doctors make the worst patie-- ::vanishes::

AEO_Kal says:
::trying to stop the implosion from outside cargo bay::

CSecWolfe says:
*AEO-TAC*  Are you clear?

CEO_JJ says:
::walks into the TL:: Engineering

TAC_Jon says:
::looks back at AEO::  We should try and reinforce the forcefields incase they don't eject it intime

AEO_Kal says:
*CSec* yes sir

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> Warning: Imminent Implosion detected in cargo bay one.  Estimated time to implosion.  30 seconds

CMO_Rex says:
::slowly levers himself up::

CEO_JJ says:
::TL starts:: ::TL stops:: ::I walk out and head down the corridor::

AEO_Kal says:
TAC: lets do it

CSecWolfe says:
::looks at the CTO::  CTO:  Clear Cargobay 1

CMO_Rex says:
*Ops* This is Rex... what's going on?

CmdrWolfe says:
::she braces herself for the resulting rocking of the station::

Host Quchant says:
<computer> Warning.  Explosion will severly disrupt Structural integrity of station

CEO_JJ says:
::enters Engineering and see some what of a mess::

CTO_Matt says:
::releases the protocals and opens the cargo bay door and forcefield to blow the contents into space::

CEO_JJ says:
ROOM: what did you guys do while i was gone have a small war

TAC_Jon says:
Kal:  You try and get power to the forcefields Ill try and widen the force field intensity

AEO_Kal says:
::reinforcing forcefield::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: POD AND CONTENTS OF CARGOBAY GET SUCKED OUT INTO SPACE

CTO_Matt says:
::braces for impact::

CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to a power distribution network monitor and see the need for power near CB1::

CSecWolfe says:
CTO:  Put the pod on main viewer....

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: POD IMPLODES...

CmdrWolfe says:
::she's hoping that's going to be far enough out to not affect the SIF::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: STATION SHAKES

CTO_Matt says:
::puts pod on main viewer::

CEO_JJ says:
*CB1*: what is the power need for can i help

CSecWolfe says:
::keeps his feet....having been in heavier shimies than that::

CMO_Rex says:
*Ops* What are you doing up there?

TAC_Jon says:
*CEO* It appears the problem is solved but thanks anyways...

CmdrWolfe says:
::steadies herself against the console::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Station stops shaking

CTO_Matt says:
::checks damage control from the explosion::

CO_Reed says:
::maintaining his stance::

CMO_Rex says:
::still trying to clear the cobwebs::

CEO_JJ says:
*TO*: ok but if you don't stop the station is going to have a minor power over load in that section

TAC_Jon says:
*CEO* Acknoledged...

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to find ways to reroute the massie power flow to that area::

TAC_Jon says:
::heads for tl::  TL: Ops

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, the shields are down to 18% and the SIF is down to 30%.

AEO_Kal says:
::returns to OPS::

CEO_JJ says:
*operations*: can some one tell me what is going on up there

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: SHIELDS AND SIF ONLY PROBLEMS.  CARGO BAY POWER PROBLEMS EASILY FIXABLE...after a few hours HARD work

AEO_Kal says:
::Arrives in OPS::

CO_Reed says:
*CEO, CMO*:  The escape pod from which we just exited has imploded.  Luckily, we were able to eject it into space before that happened.

TAC_Jon says:
::arrives at ops::  ::nods head at previous AT::  Good to have you guys back...

CSecWolfe says:
::walks over to his station, Security, and slumps down into the chair......very tried::

CTO_Matt says:
::does a scan of the area where the pod exploded trying to find any debris::

CMO_Rex says:
*Ops* Any casualties?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Communication Board blinky light section starts blinking

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: is there any other problems sir i am in engineering

CmdrWolfe says:
::she starts calming the blinking lights::

AEO_Kal says:
::goes to engineering station and notices shields are down to 18%::

CO_Reed says:
*CMO*:  No casualties that I know of.

CEO_JJ says:
::starts to run diagnostics on all systems::

CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  Shields and SIF are damaged.  Cargo Bay power could be fixed.  Take your pick.

AEO_Kal says:
*CEO* do you need me in engineering sir?

CMO_Rex says:
*Ops* CO: None except me, that is. I'm impressed!

CEO_JJ says:
::sheilds come back at 18% and the SIF is low as well::

TAC_Jon says:
::goes to his TAC station and starts looking over the damage reports::

CEO_JJ says:
*AEO*: you take the shields i will work on the SIF the others here in engineering can take care of the CB1

AEO_Kal says:
*CEO* im on it sir!

CmdrWolfe says:
Reed: Incoming SF message...from defiants....D'Rexaren problem solved.  Message ends.

CEO_JJ says:
::grabs his engineering kit which is under the main control console in Engineering and starts for the first in a long range of SIF generators for the station::

TAC_Jon says:
::runs a few low level diagnostics of his own on shields::

CO_Reed says:
Cmdr:  That's... comforting.

CTO_Matt says:
::thinks we need a Defiant class ship stationed here for their use::

CmdrWolfe says:
::smiles slightly at Reed's..."enthusiasm"::

CEO_JJ says:
*TAC*: are you going to have that shield in the CB down when my Engineering Team gets there

CO_Reed says:
Ops:  I'll be in my office.

CTO_Matt says:
::looks over at Jon::

CmdrWolfe says:
Reed: There's a supplementary message from Defiants.  Assistance needed?

AEO_Kal says:
::sttarting to work on the shield problem::

CEO_JJ says:
::takes a left outside of the Engineering Room and then walks down the corridor to a Jefferies Tube access door::

TAC_Jon says:
*CEO*  Ill  deactivate them immeditaly..

CmdrWolfe says:
::she waits::

CEO_JJ says:
::gets inside the Jefferies Tubes:: myself: the best part of this station the Jefferies Tubes, peaceful, quite, the only place to be here

TAC_Jon says:
::deactivates CB forcefields and makes sure that the CB exterior doors are closed and preassuized::

CTO_Matt says:
::scans the area, making sure there is no other unwanted trouble out there::

CEO_JJ says:
*TAC*: ok thank you

CEO_JJ says:
::crawls into the Jefferies Tubes and starts working on the SIF generators::

CO_Reed says:
::sits in his office, waiting for the reports from various stations::

CmdrWolfe says:
::wonders what a freeze-dried yak would taste like::

TAC_Jon says:
::takes a quick moment to relax as he remembers the holodeck reservations he has tommorow::

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: sir the repairs will be done in about a week that's all i can give you right now beyond there are a lot of them

CO_Reed says:
::walks to the replicator and orders a glass of water::

CTO_Matt says:
::makes a note that they lost a runabout::

CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  Understood.  I would rather you take your time, and do a good job than speed through it and miss something.

CEO_JJ says:
::crawls to another generator notices it needs a new part and tell the computer to replicate it and transport it to him::

CmdrWolfe says:
::her mind is wandering, so she hands the console off to a junior officer, and heads offduty.::

CMO_Rex says:
::lies back down on the biobed for a recuperating nap::

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: understood sir Claymore out.

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

